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What ever happened to US Gulf Coast construction cost
as 25% of total installed cost* and sustained pipe
installation rates of 24,000 feet per week?
*Excluding owner’s cost

Recent data from current US Gulf Coast petrochemical projects has consistently demonstrated that historical
expectations for construction cost and craft production are not being met. What can be done to move
performance closer to the levels that were achieved 20 to 40 years ago? Our view is that much of the solution
has to do with a renewed focus on achieving the required rates of production and nurturing craft leadership.
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Westney has five large US Gulf Coast projects in our database that were completed in the late-70s to mid-90s
with at least 1 million feet of pipe and over 1,000 pieces of major equipment, making them comparable to
today’s major US Gulf Coast projects (e.g., ethylene crackers). When key metrics from those projects are
compared to similar projects today, the results are astounding.

The metrics above reveal some important insights about the current state of construction for large US Gulf
Coast projects.
Pipe installation rates are significantly lower today. All five of the historical projects had sustained pipe
production of over 22,000 linear feet of pipe per week for nearly a year, with extended periods exceeding
24,000 linear feet per week.
Similar projects today struggle to achieve 18,000 linear feet per week on a sustained basis.
Construction cost has increased dramatically. Total construction cost for these historical projects was
approximately 25% of total installed cost (TIC), while similar projects around the world had construction
costs that were 30 to 35% of TIC. Construction cost for today’s projects on the US Gulf Coast has been at a
minimum 40% of TIC, and a few have crept up to 60% of TIC.
The main driver of this cost increase is the dramatic increase in construction work-hours – e.g., piping workhours today are twice what they were for the historical projects. It is worth noting that the equipment and
affiliated piping in current projects is more elevated, and the piping is of a larger diameter. However, when
normalized for those differences, the results still indicate a significant increase in construction work-hours,
which can only be explained by a significant drop in productivity (i.e., work-hours per unit).
The economic reality is that if a current ethane cracker could be built today with the old
levels of pipe productivity, it could save the project owner $500 million or more
While some factors have changed forever and a return to the best historic productivity levels is not likely,
Westney believes there are some significant opportunities to dramatically improve current performance by
returning to some basics that significantly contributed to the success of the five projects noted above.
1. Focus on achieving the required rates of production instead of relying solely on highly detailed
schedules to drive performance. Use schedule as the means, not the driver.
2. Organize the construction effort to provide clear direction and accountability for achieving
the required rates of production and productivity across the entire project, including the
authority to allocate/manage resources.
3. Promote, nurture, and reward craft leadership.
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Focus on achieving construction productivity and the required rates of production
Currently, construction packages are often planned prior to the availability of final data and without input
from craft leadership, resulting in incomplete information in the field and late changes. During execution,
craft leadership is often preoccupied with trying to understand the actual work content, as opposed to
focusing on the more important goal of achieving production based on efficient allocation of resources to
available work fronts.
Accountability for providing the right information and organizing for production has become blurred as craft
leadership attempts to adhere to the work package plan, and the productivity ratio of work-hours (resultant
from the number of people working on site) divided by quantities installed is not in clear focus.
The five historical projects noted above used a different approach:


The planning and execution was driven by a focus on achieving the rates of production for the total
project, with daily corrective action taken by craft supervision to achieve productivity.



Scheduling was performed by area (geographic and/or process unit), but daily decisions on resource
allocation and work priority were made with a drive to achieve the production rate, while maintaining
the productivity goals for each craft/trade.



Simple but very effective production metrics were implemented to track construction quantities from
IFC drawings through field installation, providing continual feedback on engineering, fabrication, and
construction performance against schedule on a minimum weekly basis.



The schedule was used as a tool to align engineering and procurement activities to ensure that the
required production was supported by information, materials, and fabrication. When progress issues
arose, the schedule was adjusted to assure production; this is contrasted with revising the production
curves when schedule targets aren’t met, which is common on today’s projects.

The chart below gives an illustration of construction quantity tracking from engineering (IFC) to field
installation.
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Organize to provide clear direction and accountability for achieving the required rates of
production across the entire project
We see current US Gulf Coast projects managed with the crafts directed by area supervision, working to the
priority of packages developed by schedulers in the home office. In contrast, for the five referenced projects,
workface management was craft-centric, and the final decisions on workface planning and daily work priority
was made by craft leadership. The accountability for production and quality clearly resided with craft
leadership, with area management only serving to enable the crafts to do their work (e.g., assuring design,
material, and equipment availability). Under this concept, the workers were moved to available workfaces
across areas in order to achieve the required production rates every day.
More detail regarding the construction practices used on the five historical projects is provided below:


The projects were executed by a single contractor on a direct-hire basis; four of the projects were
contracted as EP&C with no CM, and one as EPC.



Constructability logic networks were developed and maintained by the site schedulers to facilitate the
required rates of production. The constructability logic was integrated with engineering and
procurement production at the physical object level – i.e., identifiable, commonly understood project
elements such as foundations, structures, and lines of pipe. These objects were the common
denominator of communication between engineering and construction.



Area coordinators were organizationally responsible for assuring materials, equipment, and design
deliverables were consistent with the constructability logic schedule to the object level in their area.
The area coordinators were held accountable for making sure the craft leadership was informed of
what work was available, and assisting the craft leadership to find other workfaces when the
scheduled workface was not available.



The craft superintendent was totally and directly responsible (in addition to clearly accountable) for
production, productivity, and quality.



The workface planning took place in the craft site office, with the decision on workface priority made
by the craft leadership, who were focused on achieving production rates.



Materials under the physical control of materials management were released to the craft by object,
consistent with the constructability logic networks.

Promote, nurture, and reward craft leadership
Perhaps the most critical root cause behind the current poor construction performance is the loss of key craft
leadership within contractors. For the most part, contractors are not organized to develop and sustain people
in these roles. The availability of experienced craft leadership has been further reduced due to the cyclicality
of the US Gulf Coast workload, pressure from Wall Street to reduce overhead, and owners buying
construction on a “commodity” basis (i.e., assuming each contractor has equal capabilities).
To address this trend, owners should encourage and reward contractors that maintain craft leadership
resources and develop the skills of craft management. The cost to owners may be a bit more initially, but we
believe that this investment will be returned several times from the improved construction productivity that
will result.
Note that a 10% improvement in construction productivity on a cracker project is worth over $100 million.
To illustrate the point, many of the current projects on the US Gulf Coast could have paid the contractor’s
pipe superintendent from the five referenced historical projects an NFL quarterback’s salary for the project
duration and come out ahead. These superintendents were the “quarterbacks” who had teams populated
with enough trusted resources to install over 22,000 feet of pipe per week, at 2.5 work hours per linear foot,
for nearly a year.
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It is very unlikely we will see significant improvement in productivity until contractors can return to supplying
a core of tenured leaders and resources that represents at least 20% of the total requirements for critical crafts
like pipe.
Alternative contracting strategies should be considered
Given the recent performance, it is unlikely that any construction contractor on the US Gulf Coast today can
qualify under the above criteria (i.e., 20% tenured resources) for a large project such as an ethane cracker.
Greater modularization is currently assumed to be the solution, but it is an expensive alternative on the US
Gulf Coast. When the costs affiliated with the additional engineering, oversight, transportation, site
sanitization, and module installation are considered, modularization can easily be 20% more expensive than
stick-built construction.
Even with modularization, the best outcome for US Gulf Coast construction is likely to come from
implementing a construction management approach that engages multiple well-vetted contractors with
tenured resources consistent with their scope. However, with this approach, the required construction
management will add about 10 to 15% to overall construction cost, due to duplication of management
resources with the constructor (and in some cases, the owner) and additional interface issues. It will also limit
“cross crafting” and site craft integration.
So how can owners build projects in today’s environment with improved productivity, while
incentivizing contractors to re-invest in craft leadership? We believe that the following contracting
approach would improve results both in the short- and the long-term:


Seriously vet contractors on the skill and tenure of their craft leadership.



Subdivide large projects into sub-projects that match available contractors’ ability to staff them with
tenured resources.



Use modularization selectively to make up contractors’ resource shortfalls.



Only pay full overhead recovery and profit on:
— Craft superintendents with at least 5 years’ company tenure and proof of production
— General foremen with 4,000 hours for the company in the last 3 years
— Foremen with 3,000 hours for the company in the last 3 years

Path forward
Both owners and contractors need to take steps to improve the overall construction cost problem.
Construction contractors need to carefully examine how they are organized to perform the work, nurture
craft leadership, and assure the crafts have information with which they can execute effectively.
Owners need to perform due diligence on the contractor’s installation resources. They may also need to add
construction management resources to plan and oversee the work when employing multiple contractors.
And finally, owners need to take a different contracting approach to incentivize contractors to assure they
invest in construction craft supervision.
While we may never return to historic US Gulf Coast performance levels, we are convinced that construction
performance can be significantly improved with a renewed commitment to driving production and nurturing
quality craft leadership.
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About Westney Consulting Group
Since 1978, Westney Consulting Group has advised leaders in the oil & gas, chemical, power, and mining
industries, helping them make more informed decisions and achieve more predictable outcomes for capital
projects of all types and sizes. We guide clients in building projects and organizations that can reliably deliver
commercially successful results.
Our areas of expertise include:




Providing external validation of capital projects
Enabling improved project delivery
Ensuring effective project organizations

Westney Consulting Group was recently recognized as a global leader in our field by Kennedy Consulting
Research & Advisory, being one of only four consultancies to be ranked in The Kennedy Vanguard™ for
Capital Strategy & Capital Projects Consulting. This honor is reserved only for those firms judged highest in
terms of breadth and depth of consulting capabilities.
If you would like to discuss the contents of this publication, or hear more about the type of work that we do,
please give us a call at (713) 861-0800, or email us at info@westney.com.
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